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In this paper we are primarily interested in the structure of@(m) spaces 
of E-valued functions integrable with respect to a measure m: .9? -+ L(E, F), 
where L(E,F) is the space of bounded linear operators from the Banach 
space E into Banach space F; the domain 9 of m is a &ring. The spaces 
L,l(m) arise naturally in operator theory. Bartle, Dunford and Schwartz [2] 
define an integration theory in the case E = C, the complex numbers, in 
order to establish integral representations of operators on C(T), the space of 
continuous functions defined on a compact Hausdorff space T. They charac- 
terize the weakly compact operators U: C(T) -+F as those which are repre- 
sented by countably additive F-valued measures m, defined on the Bore1 
subsets of T: (#) U(f) = sf dm. R ecent results of Brooks and Lewis [4] 
prove that (#) establishes a correspondence, in the case E is reflexive, 
between weakly compact operators U: C,(T) + F and strongly bounded 
L(E,F)-valued measures m (that is, such that Ijig,r(A,) -0 whenever 
-4, L +, where %rE,r is the semivariation of m). These considerations lead to 
a study of@(m). Our purpuse is to define a norm on&r(m) and investigate 
important properties of this space-in particular, weak sequential complete- 
ness, weak compactness, the dual space L,‘(m)*, convergence theorems and 
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representations of operators having &l(m) as their domain. The norm on 
L,l(m) is defined as follows. For each z E F* let m,: 9 -+ E* be defined by 
m,(A) x = (m(A) x, z), for x E E and A E D, and assume that m, is countably 
additive. The collection of measures N = {I m, 1: z E Fl*l, where i ttz: 
is the variation of mz , is used to define N(f) = sup(l / f j dp: p E iv} for 
“N-measurable functions.” The set F,(N) of all N-measurable functions 
f: T-+ E with N(f) < co is a Banach space for the norm -V(.). 1Vhen m 
has local finite +i,,, semi-variation, then L,l(m) is defined to be the closure of 
the simple functions in the space F,(N). 
Defining a norm on &l(m) not only allows us to consider the Banach space 
structure, but yields simple proofs of basic integral convergence theorems- 
for example, contrast the proof of the Vitali convergence theorem in [9, 
p. 32.51 with the simple one presented here (Theorem 2.5) in a much more 
general setting. Dunford and Schwartz, in their book Linear operators [9] 
present two integration theories-using two different approaches: Chapter III 
deals with LE1(p), where CL is a scalar valued finitely additive measure; 
Chapter IV developes an integration theory of scalar-valued functions with 
respect to a countably additive F-valued measure-no norm is defined on the 
integrable functions. Our method unifies these two theories and permits the 
study of the basic property mentioned above. In integration theory for scalar 
measures, once any one of the main convergence theorems of either Lebesgue, 
1~itali, or Beppo Levi is proved, the other two can be quickly derived; in this 
sense they are equivalent. However, in L,l(m), this is not the case, even for 
E = C. While the Vitali and Lebesgue convergence theorems are valid, the 
Beppo Levi theorem is false, unless certain restrictions are placed on m and 
F. As we shall see, in the case F is weakly sequentially complete and m is 
strongly bounded, the Beppo Levi theorem is valid. Section 8 esamincs in 
detail the measures which have the “Beppo Levi property.” This propert! 
is crucial in determining when L,‘(m) is weakly sequentially complete (see 
Section 9). Also, under the hypothesis of m having the Beppo Levi property, 
\ve establish, in Section 10, sufficient conditions to ensure weak compactness 
of subsets ofL,l(m), which are similar to the classical conditions. For example, 
if F is weakly sequentially complete, a sequence (f,J converges weakI!- to ,f 
in L,‘(m) if JAfTL d m -+ JA f dm, for every measurable set -4. 
A large portion of the theory can be developed for general sets :Y consisting 
of positive measures, not necessarily arising from a given vector measure nz. 
The spaceL,l(h’) is defined, as above, to be the closure of the simple functions 
in the space F,(N). If, in addition, N consists of uniformly countably additive 
measures, then Egorov’s theorem and the pointwise versions of the Lebesgue 
and Vitali theorems are proved in Section 3. In order to establish integral 
representation theorems for operators U: L,‘(N) -+ F, the -!-variation and 
semivariation of vector measures are defined. TO study the weak topology of 
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&l(N), some techniques of K&he spaces&) are used, but we point out that 
we do not have a countably additive measure at our disposal. If additional 
assumptions on N are imposed, we are able to produce a control measure h 
for N, which is not necessarily totally u-finite. In Section 5, the theory of 
associate spaces is presented and used in the course of analysing the weak 
topology. For example, if N has the Beppo Levi property and h is a localizable 
control measure for N, then for a reflexive Banach space E, we havef E &l(N) 
if and only if if, g) ELI(X) for every g eLE1(N’), where N’ is the associate 
seminorm with respect to N (Corollary 8.12). Lastly, in Section 11 we consi- 
der the case when N is a bounded set of finitely additive positive measures, 
and by passing to the Stone space, we prove theorems concerning the Beppo 
Levi property and weak compactness. 
There are two reasons for developing the theory on &rings rather than 
u-rings. First of all, &rings naturally arise in the theory of integration, for 
example, as the class of integrable sets of a measure space or as the collection 
of relatively compact subsets of a locally compact space. Secondly, the theory 
in this more general setting is not an immediate extension of the u-ring case, 
For instance, concepts such as localizable measures and the hypothesis that 
the support of certain measurable functions belong to 9 are necessary. 
Finally, we mention that a general bilinear integration theory has been 
developed in [l]; however, some classical theorems in this setting, such as 
the dominated convergence theorem, fail to hold. Our theory, while more 
restrictive, appears to lend itself better to the study of operator theory, and it 
it includes most of the spaces usually encountered in vector integration 
theory. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper, 9 denotes a &ring of subsets of a set T, that is, 
9 is a ring which is closed under countable intersections. For each set 
A C T, let 3 n A be the u-ring consisting of subsets of A belonging to 9. 
The u-algebra of sets A C T such that A n B E 9 for every B E 9 is denoted 
by 9,, . The family .3, consists of countable unions of sets from g. The 
support of a function f, that is, the set (t:f(t) # O}, is denoted by supp f. 
Let cu(9) be the space of countably additive scalar measures defined on 9; 
the subspace cabw(3) is the collection of measures having bounded variation. 
If 93 = Y is a o-ring, then ~(9’) = c&(Y) becomes a Banach space if 
we define /i p Ij = ( TV / (T), for p E M(Y), where i p ( is the variation of II. We 
define a topolcgy cn ca(9) by the family of seminorms (qJaer , where 
Q&) = 1 p j (A). For A, B E 9, with A C B define the restriction mapping 
p,,: ca(9 n B) 4 ca(9 n A) as follows: paap = p 1 9 n A. The projective 
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limit of the spaces cu(S n S), A E 9, with respect to the mappings pAB , is 
~(2). The projection pA: ca(@ -+ ca(~2 n A) is given b! 
Note that a set K C ca(g) is bounded if and only if the set K.,, = [pA: p E K]. 
is bounded in ca(G? n -4) for every A E P, that is, if and only if 
for each --2 E 52. A set KC ~a(@) is relatively weakly compact (cf. [3]) if and 
only if K., is relatively weakly compact in ca(P n ;2) for each .+l E 8; a 
sequence (pLn) in c&2) converges weakly to p E ~(52) if and only if it is 
bounded and lim ~~(~4) = p(J), for each 9 E B [9, p. 3081. 
Let p be a positive measure on 9. A set ,4 C T is p-#eligible if for every 
set B E Y. the set d n B is contained in some set C E P such that p(C) = 0. 
A set -4 C T is ~-measurable if for every set B E 9, the set R n B differs from 
some set C E 9 by a p-negligible set. Let E be a Banach space and 
E1 = (X E E: 1 .Y 1 < 1). We denote by S,(O) the space of Q-simple functions 
of the form xrz1 biyrl, , where =li E 9 and .ri E E (the characteristic function 
of a set -4 is P),~). A function f defined on T into E or i? (the extended reals) 
is ~-measurable, if for every set A E 52 there exists a sequence of 2?-simple 
functions converging to f p-a.e. on -4, If f = CyX, .yiqA, is a simple function 
with -Ji disjoint, define /\flii = j IfI dp q = 2 i.ri 1 ~(~4~). The completion 
of (S,(@, I! . 11~) is denoted bvL,i(p) =L,‘(Y, CL)‘; for feLE1(p), we define 
Jfdp in the usual fashion by extending the operator g -+ lg dp defined on 
S,(Q). In ,5,1(p) we identify functions which agree y-a.e. Iff : T --) [0, + X] 
is p-measurable, but not an element of LE1(p), define ;/ f ii1 = J‘j dp =- T x 
\Yith this extended definition the integral of positive /*-measurable functions 
is still additive and positively homogeneous; furthermore, 
sup iifn II1 = Ii supfn II 
for every increasing sequence (f,J of positive p-measurable functions. If 
llf I!1 SC +tm, then f is finite CL-a.e. and f vanishes outside the union of a 
sequence of sets from 9. Furthermore, Jfdp = supAE~ sA f d+ 
Let p E cu(Q?) be a positive measure. One can extend p to a countabl! 
additive measure @: Q,, --, [0, + oo] by @(Aq) = sup{p(B): B g .G? n -4), for 
-4 E g,, Define gA to be the family of equivalence classes 
-4 = (B E 9,: p(-4 - B) + $(B - -4) = 0). 
Bv 2 :< B we mean p(A - B) = 0. Define p to be localizable if ever1 
subset of 9, has a supremum in 8, (see [ 14, 111). 
1 We also require that if feLE’(p), and (f,J is the sequence from S,(P) definingf, 
then f,t +.f p-ax. (added in proof). 
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A Banach space X is said to have the Radon-Nikodym property (property 
R - N) if every countably additive X-valued measure m of bounded variation 
on a a-ring Y, which is absolutely continuous with respect to a positive 
finite countably additive measure p on Y, can be expressed as the indefinite 
integral m(A) = sA g dp, for A E 9, where g E L,l(S, p). Recall that X 
has property R - N if it is reflexive or a separable dual [8]. 
2. INTECRABILITY WITH RESPECT TO FAMILIES OF POSITIVE MEASURES 
In this section we shall develop a general integration theory with respect 
to a set of measures. Several basic convergence theorems will be established, 
namely, the Vitali convergence theorem and the Lebesgue dominated con- 
vergence theorem. 
Let E be a Banach space and let NC ~(53) be a bounded family of positive 
measures. A set A C T is N-negligible if A is p-negligible for every p EN. 
The expression “N-almost everywhere” (N-a.e.) will refer to N-negligible 
sets. A function f from T into E or a is iV-negligi6le if it vanishes N-a.e. A 
function f from T into E or i? is N-measurable if for every set A E 9 there 
exists a sequence of simple functions from S,(9), or from S(.9), converging 
to f N-a.e. on A. Note that if f is N-measurable, then f is p-measurable for 
every TV E N. For every function f from T into E or R, which is p-measurable 
for every p E N, define 
N(f) = sup j- If I& d $00. 
LIEN 
Throughout this chapter, all functions are assumed to be p-measurable 
for every p E N. Although N denotes both a set of measures in ca(B) and a 
functional, the precise meaning will be clear from the context. 
We remark that N has the following properties: 
(1) N is subadditive and positively homogeneous; 
(2) N(f) = N(lf I>; 
(3) N(f) <N(g) if If I G lgl; 
(4) N(f) = sup,,.~ No); 
(5) Wupfn) sup N(fA f or every increasing sequence of positive 
functions. 
For every sequence of positive functions (f,J, we have 
(6) NEfn) G IX Wfn); 
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and 
(7) X(lim inff,) < lim inf N(f,,); 
(8) If IV(~) < co, then f is finite N-a.e. 
For an N-measurable set A, we write N(d) = IV(~A). We say f,, 4-f in 
X-measure on a set A E gA , where .f, and f are X-measurable, if 
N(A n {I fn - f ! > c}) - 0, 
for every E :- 0. 
The set F,(N) of functions f: T - E, which are lV-measurable and satisf! 
AT(f) < ;c, is a vector space with seminorm K( .). From (6) we deduce that 
FE(iV) is complete for the semi-norm ;V, and every Cauchy sequence in 
F,(N) contains a subsequence converging pointwise N-a.e. Note that 
S,(9) CI=,(N) since N is bounded. The closure inF,(N) of S,(9) is denoted 
by @(A’), which in turn is also complete. In the case E == R, we write 
F(:\‘) and Ll(N) for the respective spaces. 
\Ve shall now present some properties of the spaces F,(N) and LE1(fV) 
which are similar to the properties enjoyed by the classical Lebesgue spaces. 
n’ote that every function in LE1(:V) is the iV-a.e. limit of a sequence of simple 
functions. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Suppose that f E L,l(N). Then 
(i) lim,(,.,, N(fq,) = 0, where 9 E B,{; 
(ii) For ez’er?! E > 0, there exists an A, E 2 such that A7(fp)r-,4,) < E. 
Proof. Let E > 0. Choose a g E S,(9) such that Y(f - g) < t/2, and 
denote a -=: sup{/ g(t)] ; t E T). Then (i) follows from the inequalit! 
If we let .-1 = T - -& , where A, is the support of g, we see that the left- 
hand portion of the above inequality implies (ii). 
Remark. Conversely, if f E FE(N) and (i) and (ii) are satisfied, and further- 
more it is assumed that :V is uniformly a-additive then f E L,l(N) (see Pro- 
position 3.9 infra). 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose f E F(N) satisjies: 
(1) wvf E DA 
(2) N(fyAn) --f 0, zj .q, E Go and -3, ‘X $. 
Then f E L1( iv). 
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Proof. Assume first of all that supp f E D. For each n, let 
A, = {t E A: 1 f(t)\ < n}. 
Since fvA, is bounded, N-measurable and scalar-valued, fqa, E D(N). 
Condition (2) implies that N(f - fvA,) -+ 0. Hence f EG(N). Next assume 
-4 = supp f E .90 . There exist I?, E 9 such that B, 7 A. Again (2) implies 
that N(f - fqB,) --+ 0. Since fve, ELI(N) from the above case, it follows 
that fEL]-(IV). 
Remark. In the above proof, we used the fact that a bounded scalar- 
valued function, with support in 9 belongs to U(N), since it can be uniformly 
approximated by simple functions. This is not the case for E-valued func- 
tions; however, under the additional assumption that N is uniformly 
u-additive, the above lemma holds for E-valued functions (Lemma 3.7 infra). 
This assumption on N also permits us to deduce that every element of &r(N) 
satisfies condition (2) (Proposition 3.8 zkjra). 
PROPOSITION 2.3. If f is scalar-valued, N-measurable and \ f 1 < g E Ll(N), 
then f E LI(N). 
Proof. Let A, = {t: g(t) > n> E 9,, . Then N(A,) < &N(g) + 0; hence 
N(gvAn) + 0 by Proposition 2.1. Let E > 0 and choose A, E .9 such that 
N(g(p,-,C) < E. The function fvaE-A, is bounded, N-measurable and has 
support belonging to 9; hence it belongs to Ll(N). Since 
1 f - fg)Ac-A, 1 < g’PA, + &%-A, > 
it follows that 
Nf -fVAcA,) < Nb3’A,) + E < 2% 
for n large enough. Thus f E Ll(N). 
COROLLARY 2.4. A scalar-valuedfunction f belongs to LI(N) if and only iff 
is N-measurable and 1 f 1 E Ll(N). 
Remark. We shall see (Propositions 3.5 and 3.6 infra) that if N consists 
of uniformly u-additive measures, then Proposition 2.3 and Corollary 2.4 
remain valid for E-valued functions. 
THEOREM 2.5 (VITALI). Let (f,J be a sequence of functions belonging to 
L,I(N) and let f: T -+ E be a function such that: 
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(I) f,, --j f in N-nwasure on each set of 9; 
(2) lim,d4-o.ac~ N(f,g,) = 0, uniformly for n -= 1,2,...; 
(3) For ever?! E > 0 there exists a set E, E G? such that N(fnrpr--Ej < E, 
for n -= 1, 2,.... 
Then f E@(N) and N(f,z -f) -+ 0. 
Conversely, if fn +f in L,‘(N), then (I), (2) and (3) ure satisjed. 
Proof, Assume that (l), (2) and (3) are satisfied. We first show that (f,J 
is Cauchy in L,‘(N). Let E > 0 and let E, E 9 be a set satisfying (3). Let 
6 > 0 be such that if -q E 9, A C E, and N(A) < 6, then N(fnq,J < E, for 
11 = 1, 2,..., according to condition (2). Using (l), we deduce that there exists 
an NC such that N(E, - B,,) < 6 for n, m 3 N, , where 
B,, == {t E E,: I fn(t) -f*(t) < dN(EJ>. 
Since for n, m 2 N, , we have 
we conclude that (fJ is Cauchy in L&N). Consequently, there is a g E@(N) 
such that N(fn - g) + 0. Since fn -+g in measure, f = g Ilr-a.e.; hence 
f~&l(N) and N(f, -f) ----f 0. 
Conversely, if N(fn - f) --f 0, obviously condition (1) holds. Let E > 0 
be given. There exists an N, such that N(f,,vJ < N(fq,) + E for n > N, 
and every A E 9,1 . This implies, in view of Proposition 2, that conditions (2) 
and (3) hold. 
The following theorem follows from the Vitali theorem and Proposition 2. I. 
THEOREM 2.6 (LEBESGUE). Let (fn) be a sequence of functions from L&N). 
Assume g ELI(N) and f : T + E are functions such that 
(I) fn + f in N-measure on each set of 52; 
(2) / fn ] <g N-a.e. for every n. 
Then fgL,l(N) and N(fn -f)+O. 
We now prove that the semi-norm N can be obtained from a larger class 
of positive measures. For each p E ca(@, set 
II p i!ff = SUP (~IfIdlrJ:f~S(~),N(f)~l). 
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Consider the set 
N” = {p E w(9): jl p IN < 1, /.L 3 O}. 
THEOREM 2.7. F,(N) =FE(N”) and N(f) = N”(f), for ~EF,(N). 
Proof. For every p EN, we have s 1 g 1 dp < N(g); hence I] p JJN < 1. 
Thus NC N”, whence it follows that F,(N”) CFJN) and N(f) < N”(f), 
for every ~EF,(N”). Now suppose f~ S&Q). If 11 p IIN < 1, we have 
J-lfld~dN(f).H ence N”(f) < N(f). Thus forf E S,(g), N”(f) == N(f). 
As a result, N and N” have the same negligibIe sets; moreover, a function is 
N-measurable if and only if it is N”-measurable. From N < N” we deduce 
that L,r(N”) C&i(N). Suppose now that f~&l(N) and let fn E S,(g) con- 
verge inL,l(N) to f; we may assume thatf, --tfN-a.e.; hencef, -f iV”-a.e., 
and (fn) is a Cauchy sequence in L,l(N”). Therefore N(f) == N”(f) 
and L,‘(N) = L,i(N”). Next assume f E F,(N) and A E 9. Then 
N”(fqA) = N(fqA). To see this, choose 0 < vn E S(Q) such that v’n 7 If 1 p?4 .
Then N(q,) ,P hJ(fv,) and N”(cp,) 7 N”(fyA), whence the assertion follows. 
Finally, let f E P,(N). Then 
In particular, we deduce that F,(N) = F=(N”). 
COROLLARY 2.8. Let m be the closure of N in the weak topology of ca(9). 
Then N(f) = m(f), 
Proof. We have NC NC N”. In fact, if p EN, and (p,) is a net in N 
converging weakly to p, then since S(g) C ~a@?)*, it follows that 
J-f dpol --t J-f d,u, for f E S(s). Also p is a positive measure. Since 
J ( f ( dp, < N(f) for every 01 and f E S(g), we deduce that s 1 f 1 dp < N(f), 
forfe S(g); hence Ii p Ii,., < 1, that is, p E N”. Thus 
N(f) < X(f) ,( N”(f) = n;‘(f). 
THEOREM 2.9. 
F,(N”) = f E n L&p); f is N-measurable 
I LEN” I 
Proof. It suffices to show that if f is N-measurable and f EL&L), for 
every p E N”, then f EFE(N”). Assume the contrary. Then there exists a 
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sequence of measures ,un E N” such that s 1 f j dp, > n2n, n = 1, 2 ,.... Let 
p = C 2+$, . Then p E ~(9) and ij p JiN < 1; hence TV EN”. But 
J ‘Jfld&2-“j+Jf(dr.;--ln 
for every n, which is a contradiction. 
Since FE(N) = Fe(N”), we have the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 2.10. If &l(N) = F&W), then 
L,l(N) = j/E f-) L&);fis N-measuroblrj . 
LEN” 
Remark. The equality 
F,(N) = jf s n L&);fis N-measurablr~ 
UEN 
is not, in general, true. 
3. UNIFORMLY COUNTABLY ADDITIVE FAMILIES OF n{EASLJRES 
In this section we shall assume that the bounded set NC cu(9) is also rela- 
tizvQ weak4 compact in ~(9). Under this assumption, Egorov’s theorem is 
established and convergence in measure can be replaced by convergence 
N-a.e. in the Vitali and the Lebesgue theorems. 
Relative weak compactness of N is equivalent to anv one of the following 
conditions: 
(1) The measures p EN are uniformly countably additive; 
(2) Abr(14,) + 0 if A, E 9 and A, L $; 
(3) For each set A E 9, there exists a control measure A, E ~(9 n A) 
for :V, that is, A, < N and N < h on 9 n A. The measure Aa is of the form 
A,., = ~~=I C,+L,, where pu, E h’, C, 3 0 and C C, < 1. i\iote that 
JfdA, <; N(f) if f > 0 is N-measurable. 
We remark that N Q A means lim,(,),,, N(A) = 0. This is equivalent to 
the set N of measures being uniformly absolutely continuous with respect to-A. I 
I,EMMA 3.1. -4 function f: T-P E is N-measurable if and onb zjc f is 
p-measurable for eaery p E N. 
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Proof. Let A E 9 and let (p,J be the sequence defining AA . If f is 
p-measurable for each p E N, thenfvA is EL,,-measurable for every n. Let (f& 
be a sequence of functions from S,(9) converging to f on A - A, , where 
pI(A,) = 0; furthermore, assume thatf,,, = 0 on A, . Let (f& be a sequence 
from S,(9) converging to f on A, - A, , where &AZ) = 0; assume that 
fa,, = 0 on A,. Continue this process and for each i obtain a sequence 
(fi.n)lSn<m converging to f on Aim1 - Ai , where pLi(Ai) = 0, such that 
fi,, = 0 on Ai. The set A, = (J Ai is pn-negligible for each n; hence 
AA == 0, thus N(A,) = 0. On the other hand the sequence (Cblfi,J of 
elements from S&Z?) converges to f on A - A,; hence f is N-measurable. 
The converse is immediate. 
Using Egorov’s theorem for A, , we have. 
THEOREM 3.2 (EGOROV). Let fn: T + E be a sequence of N-measurable 
functions converging N-a.e. to a function f: T + E. Then f is N-measurable 
and for every A E 9 and E > 0, there exists a set B E .9 such that B C A, 
N(A - B) < E and f,, +f uniformly on B. 
COROLLARY 3.3. If (f,J is a sequence of N-measurable functions such that 
fn --+ f IV-a.e., then f,, -+ f in N-m easure on each set of 9. 
It follows that the Vitali and Lebesgue theorems remain valid if we replace 
convergence in measure on each set of 9 by convergence N-a.e. We also 
conclude, using Lebesgue’s theorem, that L,l(N) contains all bounded 
N-measurable functions with support in 9. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. The set N” consists of uniformly countably additive 
measures. 
Proof. Since N(f) = N”(f), whenever f is N-measurable, it follows that 
N”(A,J = N(A,) --+ 0, if A, E D and A, L 4. 
The proofs of the following proposition and lemma are the same as the 
proofs of Proposition 2.3 and Lemma 2.2, respectively, in view of the fact 
that L$(N) contains all bounded N-measurble functions with support in 9. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. If f: T -+ E is N-measurable and 1 f 1 <g, where 
g EL’(N), then f E L,l(N). 
COROLLARY 3.6. A function f belongs to L,l(N) if and only iff is N-measur- 
able and ( f j ELI(N). 
LEMMA 3.7. Let fe Fe(N) be such that: 
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(1) SLJPP~~D,; 
(2) Ayfq,) --+ 0, if A, E .90 and A,> “i $b. 
Then f E L,‘(N). 
The proof of the next proposition uses Proposition 2.1. 
PROPOSTION 3.8. Let f E LE1(K). If -4, E D,, and -4, I $, then 
-~-UT, ,,) - 0. 
PROPOSITION 3.9. If f E FE(N) satisjies: 
(1) lim,,,(,),, N&J = 0, for (z E L; 
(2) For every E > 0 there exists an A, E 9 with N(fg)T-,4G) < e; 
the71 f~ L,‘(N). 
Proof. Taking 6 = l/n, we can find a sequence A, E 9, which can be 
assumed to be increasing, such that if we set A = (J A, E 9, , it follows 
that :\‘(f~~-.~) = 0. Thus f = 0 JV-a.e. outside A. Now let B,L E .2V such that 
R, ‘4 4. 11-e shall show that N(fvB,)- 0. Let E > 0 be given; set 
D, = B,, n A, E 9. Then D,z \ 4; hence N(D,) ---f 0, which by (1) implies 
that -V(fvon) -+ 0. It then follows that N(fvD,) < E, for II large enough. Hence 
‘V(fpB,) :g X(fpDn) + N(fq+--,4 ) < ZE, for n large enough. Consequently, 
f~ LE1(N) by Lemma 3.7. ’ 
4. THE I'ECTOR MEASURE CASE 
From the point of view of applications, the family N of positive measures 
arises from a vector measure m: .S? -+L(E, F) in a natural way. In this setting, 
an integral j f dm can be defined for functionsfEL,l(N). When E = C, we 
have the special case of the Bartle-Dunford-Schwartz integral. 
In this section, m: SJ -+ X is a countably additive measure, where -I’ is a 
complex Banach space. Let E and F be two Banach spaces such that 
X CL(E? F), where L(E, F) is the space of bounded linear operators from E 
into F- for example, X = L(C, X) or X C L(X*, C). The semivariation 
rnEaF is defined for every set A C T by 
where the supremum is taken over all finite families (Ai) of disjoint sets in 3 
contained in A, and all finite families (.vi) of elements from E with 1 .yi ’ 1.:: 1. 
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We shall always assume that m has local finite semivariation on 9, that is, 
tia.r(A) < co, for every cl E 9. For each z EF”, consider the measure 
m,: 594 E* defined by (x, m,(A)) = (m(A) x, z>, for A ~9 and x E E. 
One can show that %a,r(A) = sup~,~G~ / m, 1 (i4), and the equality still 
holds if z runs through the unit ball of a subspace of F*, which is norming for 
F (see [7, Section 41). It follows that the measures m, have finite variation 
jmzj on9. LetN=m,,,=(!m,]:z~Fi*)andset 
for every function f from T into a Banach space G, such that f is mE,P- 
measurable. As in the previous sections, FG(mE,P) and L,l(m,,,) denote the 
corresponding spaces, where N = mE,F. If G = E, then we can define the 
integral sf dm, for certain functionsf : T -+ E. First of all, supposef : T--f E 
is, j m, I-integrable for each z E F”. Then the mapping z + sj dm, is a linear 
functional on F*, which is denoted by Jf dm: (z, sf dmj = sf dm, . Note 
that j’f dm belongs to (F*)# the algebraic dual of F*. If f E Fe(m,,,), then 
sf dmEF**, since liz, Sfdm)l < Slfl d I m, I <mdf>, for I z I < 1. 
Under certain conditions we have sf dm c F (see Lemma 4.1 infia). If 
f~&l(rna,~), we always have J’f dm E F. In fact, the simple functions of S,(9) 
are dense in L,l(m,*,) and the mapping f- sf dm from L,l(m,,,) into F** 
is continuous; since Jg dm E F, for g E S,(g), the assertion follows. 
Consider now the particular case when E = G and F = X. In this case 
m: .9--f X always has local finite semivariation tic,, . For each x* E X*, 
.x*m or m,* is the measure defined by x*m(A) = m,,(A) = (<m(A), x*), for 
A E 9. Then m,,, is the family {[ x*m j: x* E x1*}. We can integrate scalar 
functions q with respect to m, and we have: 
(1) ST dm E (X*)# if ‘p is x*m-measurable for each X*; 
(2) Jq dm E X**, if 91 E F(mc,x); 
(3) J4p dm E X, if 9 EU(m,,,). 
Note that the negligible sets are the same for mC,x , mE,F , and 1 m j . Con- 
sequently, we say m-measurable, m-a.e., etc. If m has finite semivariation 
mE,p , then it has finite semivariation fii,,, , hence the integral Jf dm is 
defined for vector functions f ~L~l(rn~,~) as well as for scalar functions 
f ELl(m c,x). If m has finite variation 1 m 1 , then Jf dm is defined for functions 
belonging to the following spaces; L:,(( m I), L,l(m,,,), and Ll(m,,,). 
LEMMA 4.1. Assume f E FE(mESF) vanishes m-a.e. outside a set in B-, . If F 
is weakly sequentially complete (in particular, if F is rejlexive), then sf dm E F. 
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Proof. Assume that F is weakly sequentially complete. Since supp f E 9” , 
there exists a sequence of functions fn E S,(9) such that fn 4-f m-a.e and, 
1 fn 1 -< : f ! , for each rz. Applying the Lebesgue theorem for each z E F*, 
we deduce that fn --f in LE1(l m, I). Hence 
( ifndm,z) = /fndtni+ ifdm, ==(J’fdm,~). 
Since F is weakly sequentially complete, we have Jfdm E F. 
LEMMA 4.2. If m: 52 -+ E* = L(E, C) is countab[\l additive a?zd has local 
jkite variation i m 1 , then for every m-measurable function f : T + E, we have 
Proof. In this case mE.c(f) = s ) f i d i m 1 , since mIIE,c = 11 o1rn I: cx E C,]. 
If hcS,(g) and I/V <Ifi, then 
Assume f = J7:=, viva, E S,@?), where the --Ii are disjoint. Let E > 0 be 
given. For each i let (BI.i) be a finite family of disjoint sets in 22 contained in 
-gi such that 1 m / (&) < xj / m(Bi:i)l + l /n 1 xi 1 . Then 
For each Bij choose an xij E E with norm one such that 
1 m(Bij)l < (m(Bij), -v,j) -C c/K, 
where K is a suitable constant so that 
1 IfI d j m / <c (m(Bjj), xi, 1 xi 1’. -+ E -= / 
i.j 
h dm 1 + E, 
where h is the function Cij xij j xi / qoij . Note that i h << 1 f 1 Thus the 
equality is proved forf E S,(B). Iff is m-measurable and (-f,) is a sequence of 
simple functions such that fn -+ f m-a.e. and ) fn i < 1 f / ? then 
S[f(dImi=supJ‘(f,jd[mI=sup SUP ( ihdm(< SUP 1 [hdmi. 
n n ihi<;lT”’ - !h’Sz f, - 
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Finally, if f: T -+ E is m-measurable, then 
The reverse inequality is evident. 
COROLLARY 4.3. If m: 9 -+ EC L(E*, C) is countably additive and has 
local Jinite variation, then for f: T + E* m-measurable, we have 
PROPOSITION 4.4. For every f > 0 which is m-measurable, we have 
mc.,df) G mdf> d nh (f); ;f m has jinite local variation j m 1 , then 
Proof. For every z E F*, with 1 z ( < 1, we have 1 m, 1 < ( m j; hence 
mdf><.llfldlml.Th 1 t e as equality in the conclusion of the proposi- 
tion follows from the proceeding lemma. To prove the first inequality, con- 
sider a simple function g >, 0 of the form g = ~~=, viva, , with Ai E .9 
disjoint and 0~~ > 0. Let x* E X* with ) x* ) < 1. Assume Jgd 1 x*m ! > 0 
and let 0 < 0 < Jgd ( x*m j . F or each i, let Bi > 0 with C fIi = 8 and 
Bi < ( x*m 1 (AJ CQ . Ch oose (B,j)j disjoint sets from 9 contained in Bi 
with Bi < xj 1 x*m(B,Jj CQ = x:i x*m(B,) &xi for suitable 1 flij 1 = 1. 
Hence 0 < 1 x3u m(Bij) /?,,ai 1 . Choose N E E and z EF*, with ( x ( < 1 and 
1 z / < 1 such that 6’ < l(xij m(Bu) &OL~X, a)i . Then 
= s gd I m, I -<, mdg). 
Hence jgd I x*m I < q,(g), for I x* I G 1. Thus wdg) d m&g). 
Now let f > 0 be m-measurable and let A E 9. Choose g, 7 f m-a.e. on 
A, where the g, are simple functions. Since for every n we have 
m,Ag,) < ms,dgn), we deduce that mdfvd d mE.F(fvA); consequently 
mc.x(f) G m~.df). 
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COROLLARY 4.5. Let G be a Banach space. 
(a) If m has IocalJinite ril,,, semi-variation, then L,‘(m,,,) CLcl(m,,,); 
(b) If m has local finite [ m j variation, theta 
L,l(l m I) CLoymE,F) CLcil(mc,x). 
The integration theory developed in this paper contains, in particular, the 
integral introduced by Bartle, Dunford and Schwratz [2]. 11-e shall briefly 
review the B - D - S integral. Let m: Z -+ X be countably additive, where 
Z is a u-algebra. A function f: I ---f C is m-integrable in the B - D - 5’ 
sense if there exists a sequence of simple functions (fn) such that fn -+f 
m-a.e. and the sequence ( sA f,& dm converges in S for each set A E 2. In this ) 
case we define (B - D - S) J,A f dm := lim s,, f,( dm. for -4 E 2. 
'THEOREM 4.6. Let m: 2’ -+ X be a countab&! additive measure dejined on the 
o-algebra 2. A scalar-valued function f dejned on T is B - D - S integrable 
if and only if f E Ll(m,,,). In this case (B - D - S) sf dm z= Jf dm. 
Proof. Letf,, be B - D - S integrable, and let (fJ be a defining sequence 
of simple functions for f such that (B - D - S) sA f. dm = lim s4 fn dm, 
for A E 2: Let T,(A) = s.,, f,, dm, for -1 E .Z, n =.= 0, 1, 2 ,.... The 7, are 
countably additive and r,(A) + ~~(-4) for -4 E Z. By the vector form of the 
Nikodym theorem, the T, are uniformly countably additive. Hence the 
measures {x*7,: x* E XI*, rz = I, 2 ,... > are uniformly countably additive. 
Thus the family of measures K = {I x*7,, ‘: s* E .1-r*, II = I 3 .‘. is uni- , --,.. , 
formly countably additive. Note that 
x*T,(A) == / f,, dx*m and I x*7, 1 (A) r=-: 1 j fn 1 d 1 .x*m 1 . 
A - ..I 
If h is a control measure for m, then h ,( ~rrc,~ (< A, where 
Xext, we observe that the measures in K are uniformly absolutely continuous 
with respect to A. This follows from the following theorem [3]: If K is a uni- 
formly countably additive set of measures such that each measure is absolutely 
continuous with respect to A, then K is uniformly absolutely continuous with 
respect to A. Consequently, K is uniformly absolutely continuous with respect 
to :V = mc,y . Hence 
409134!2-5 
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Thus condition (2) in the Vitali theorem (Theorem 2.5) is satisfied. Since 
condition (3) of the Vitali theorem holds because we are dealing with a 
u-algebra, we conclude that mc,x(fn - fo) + 0. This also implies that 
JA f. dm == lim JA fn dm = (B - D - S) jA f. dm. 
Conversely, if f,, EU(mc,r) and (f,J is a sequence of simple functions 
such that fn -+ f. m-a.e. and mc.x(fn - f,,) + 0, then we have 
mc.x(fn~a - fOqA) - 0; 
consequently, jA fn d m -+ jr fO dm. Thus f,, is (B - D - S) integrable. 
Remark. This section remains valid for $nitely additive measures 
m: 9 --t L(E, F) such that m, is countably additive for each z E F*. 
5. ASSOCIATE SPACES 
The concept of an associate space of Ll(N) will be an invaluable tool in the 
study of integral representations and weak compactness. In this section, 
N C ca(9) is a bounded family of uniformly countably additive positive measures. 
Using a synthesis theorem of the authors [3] there exists a local control 
measure for N, that is, a positive measure A: 9 4 i?+ , which is countably 
additive, locally u-finite (every d E 9 is a countable union of A-finite sets 
in a), with N < h locally uniformly (lim,t,),,,,ca N(E) = 0 for each A E 9) 
and N(A) = 0 if and only if h(A) = 0. Note that the negligible sets for h 
and N are the same, thus A and N have the same class of measurable functions. 
We define the S-ring 9~s = {D E 9: X(D) < 03). 
LEMMA 5.1. Let f be a scalar valued h-measurable function such that 
fg E L’(h), for every g E L’(N). Then 
sup /[I fg I dA:g EL’(N), N(g) < 1; < m;o. 
Proof. If we deny the conclusion, choose a sequence g, ELI(N), with 
N(g,) < 1 such that s / fg, 1 dA > n2*. If g = C 2-” 1 g, ) , then g E Ll(N), 
hence fg E Ll(X), which contradicts the inequality 
1 Ifg I dh 2 2-” [ lfg,, I dh > n, for each n. 
We define, for every A-measurable function f: T 4 E, 
N’(f) =sup I[ Ifg I dA:gELl(N),N(g) ,( 11 < oz. 
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X’ is called the associate seminorm with respect to 1Y; note the dependence of 
N’ on the control measure A. Observe that if (fPz) is an increasing sequence 
of positive h-measurable functions, then :V’(supf,) = sup A”(-fn). Let 
F,(W) be the set of h-measurable functions f : T - E such that A”( .f) ( c . 
Then F,(W) is a Banach space for the seminorm K’. The space F(L\.‘j is 
called the associate space ofLl(N). By the previous lemma. 
F,(N’) = {f : T + E A-measurable;fg EL$(A) for every g EL’(A’)). 
Also f~F,Ji\r’) if and only if f is h-measurable and if EF(;\“). One can 
show that if f: T + E is A-measurable, then 
We remark that to establish the last equality, the following fact is used: If 
v > 0 is h-measurable, then sq & -z supAEp l4 9 A. It follows that F(N) 
and L’(N) have the same associate space F(N’). 
Let E, F, G be Banach spaces and let (x, y) ---f XV be a bilinear continuous _ 
mapping of E M F into G with the property that ( x == sup{j XJ , : J’ E F,]. for 
every x E E. 
THEOREM 5.2. 
(a) For eveor f EL,‘(N), we have 
N(f) = SUP ] J* / fg 1 d/l: g E S,(Zi?& K’(g) < 1; ; 
(b) For eoery g E FF(N’), we have 
Proof. LYe remark, first of all, that if f~L~r(lZi) and g E F&V’), then 
fg l Lcl(h). To prove (a), let 1; E S,(9J with -V(;(fO) =: I. Choose Ad E 9” 
such thatf, - fovA . Then If,, ] gL2(A, A). Let 
LJ, = (f:fg P(d, A), N(f) :< l} CL”(d, A). 
Then C’, is convex, balanced and closed in L2(A, A). Indeed, if fn E C-r and 
f,, 4-f in LZ(A, A), then there exists a subsequence fn, --f A-a.e. Then 
fn, j --f ] f 1 hence N(f) = N(lim inf j fn, i) .< lim inf N(f,J < 1. Thus 
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f~ U, . Let E > 0 be given. Let jr = (1 + E) j f0 / . Since jr $ U, , using 
the standard separation theorem, we obtain a h, EL~(A, A), h, 3 0, and 
c > 0 such that s / f [ h, dh < c forf E U, and Jfrhs dh > c. Pick a 9,,-simple 
function 0 < h, < h, such that j- / f 1 h, dh < c forf E U, and jfrhr dA > c. 
Let 9 > 0 be h-measurable with N(q) < 1. To show J’ph, dh < c, let 
qn = inf(v, n). Since vnvA gL2(-4, A) and N(P)-) < 1, we deduce that 
vnvA E 7JI, hence j’@z, dh = lim ~~Jz, dA < c. Thus N’(h,) < c. Since 
0 < c -=c Jfih dA < Wf,) WA we conclude that N’(h,) > 0. Thus 
hence 
(1 + c> j I f,, I k, dA = j f,kl dh > c 3 N’(k,) > 0, 
j I fo I kl(N’(kl))-l dh > (1 + ~>-‘. 
We deduce that 
Thus 
sup If ) fok I dh: k E S(%J, N’(k) < 11 > 1 = N(f,). 
N(f,) = sup I/ ( f& 1 dh: k E S(B,J, N’(k) < 11 . 
Suppose now thatg is a positive function inU(N)with support belonging to 9. 
Then by using simple functions and the last equality, we conclude that 
N(g) = sup [,g ( k ( dA: k E S(.&,), N’(k) < 11 . 
Now if g > 0 belongs to U(N), it follows that 
N(g) = SUP N(gcp,) = Sup /jg 1 k 1 dh: k E ~(g,,), N’(k) d 11 . 
A& 
Consider now the general case when f E &I(N). Then 1 f [ E L’(N) and 
But by Theorem 1 in [7, p. 2281, 
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Thus 
since ;V(/zg) ::$ 1 if N’(h) < 1 and [ g [ -i, 1. 
To prove (b), we use the above mentioned theorem in [7] again and deduce 
that 
1 
Remark. The proof of the proeceeding theorem has been adapted from 
[ 161, which treats the scalar case. 
THEOREM 5.3. 
(a) For every f E L,‘(N), we have 
N(f) = sup ; 1 I(J g)] dA: g E SE&,), N’(g) < 11 
= sup I/ j <f, g? dA 1: g E S,,(g,), Wg) G 11; 
(b) For evey?’ g E F,.(W), we have 
Y(g) = sup / j I(f, g)) dA: f E S&J, N(f) .< I ; 
= sup ;I j CL g) dA /:f~&(%,)r X(f) -I 1; . 
Pyoof. The proof uses the above theorem and Theorem 6 in [7, p. 2321 
which vields 
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6. THE N-VARIATION AND N-SEMIVARIATION OF VECTOR MEASURES 
Essential properties and relationships among the different variations will be 
studied with a view toward applications in integral representations. 
As before, NC c@) is a bounded family of positive measures. Let X, E 
and F be Banach spaces such that X CL(E, F) and let m: 9 ---f L(E, F) be a 
finitely additive measure. Define the N-variation 1 m IN (rZ), for d C 7’ by 
Im INCA) z s”PEl m(Ai)lIoli/, where the supremum extends over the 
step functions f = C ayiyAi E S(9), with Ai C A disjoint, and N(f) < 1. 
One can show that ( m IN (A) = sup C / m(AJ xi / , where the supremum 
extends over f = x x~P)~ i in S,(9) with A, C A disjoint and N(f) 5: 1. Also 
we define the N-semivariation ti,(A), for d C T, by 
GzN(A) = sup 1 C m(AJ xi 1 , 
where the supremum is extended over allf = C xiv,.,, in S,(g), with &-li C A 
disjoint and N(f) < 1. Since rii,,, depends on the spaces E and F, we shall 
occasionally write r?iN,E,F to denote this dependence. 
The remainder of this chapter is devoted to listing properties of the dif- 
ferent variations. The proofs of the assertions follow in a straightforward 
manner, although some of the arguments are rather technical in nature. We 
shall omit the proofs and simply list the properties (the reader is referred to 
[7, Section 131). 
6.1. 0 d *,v,c.x B IjZN,E,T < fb+,x*.c = 1 m h < ~0, 
6.2. rii,(A)=Oo~m~,(A)=Oam(B)=O for every BE9nA. 
6.3. 6, and / m jN are increasing functions. 
6.4. If A E G9, N(A) = 0 and m(A) # 0, then %(A) = ( m /.v (a) = 00. 
6.5. If A E 9, N(A) = 0 and FrEsF(A) < 00, then 
kiz,,,,,(A) = I m IN (A) = 0. 
6.6. If f = 2 .qva, E S,(9), with Ai C A disjoint, then 
c 1 m(Ai)l 1 xi 1 < 1 m IN&d) N(f) 
and 
1 jfdm / = 1 x m(AJ Xi 1 < +i~(-4) N(f), 
except for the case when N(f) = 0 and j m IN(A) = co or r&,(A) = io, 
respectively. 
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6.7. For every set A E 9, we have 
except for the case N(,4) = 0 and m(A) # 0. 
6.8. If f = x .~g,,, E S,(g,,), -di Cd disjoint, we have 
except for the case when N(f) = 0 and j m IJv (A) = CC. 
In particular, 
6.9. For -4 E&Z,, , we have j m j (=1) 5: m Is (A) N(A) < oj and 
@z~,~(.cI) :< r&(A) N(A) < CD, except for the case when N(S) = 0 and 
m(A) ” 0. 
6.10. If F is the scalar field, then %,b, = ] m J,,, . 
6.11. I m ‘,,r and r%*, are subadditive on PA; if m is countably additive, 
then : 111 .V and 7ii, are countably subadditive on 2,, . 
6.12 Czh’ = sup 1 m, jN. 
ZEFl* 
6.13. If N is relatively weakly compact in ~(9) and %,,(A) < cc for 
every .d E 8, then m is countably additive on 9. In fact, if -4n E 22 and 
i-I, 4 4, then N(i4,) + 0; we use property 6.7 to deduce that m(-4,) - 0. 
PROPOSITION 6.14. Let G be a Banach space. Suppose m, is countab<v 
ndditizje for erery z EF* and r&.(T) < 03. Then L,‘(N) CL,l(m,,,) and 
m,,F(f) -.z< i\‘(f) s,\(T), for f EL,l(N). 
Proof. Let f ELG1(N) and let (fn) b e a sequence of simple functions 
converging to .f N-a.e. and in L,l(N). From property 6.9, we deduce that 
fn +-f m-a.e. and that m has local finite semivariation ti,,, . Let z E F* with 
I 2, s-c 1. From property 6.8, it follows that 
Taking the supremum of (*) over x E F, *, we have 
Thus (.f,,) is Cauchy in L,l(m,,,). Since fi+f m-a.e., we deduce that 
f EL,l(m,,,) and mE.F(fs -f) --f 0. Since mE,F(f,,) :zz t2i,V(T) :V(fn) for 
each II, we have m E.df) G MT) Nf ). 
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Remark. In the above proof, we only needed Gi#i) < co for every A 
in the &ring gO generated by 9. 
Proposition 6.14 remains true if m, are only finitely additive, using Section 
11 infra, and replacing convergence a.e. in the proof by convergence in 
measure. 
7. INTEGRAL REPRESENTATIONS 
Integral representations of operators from &l(N) into F are given. Control 
measures h for N are used to obtain a correspondence between the dual of 
&l(N) and a subspace of L;,(h), which will be used in establishing criteria 
for weak compactness. 
Let N C ca(9) be a bounded family of positive measures. Let E and F be 
Banach spaces and let U:L,t(N) -+ F be a continuous linear mapping. 
Define 
ii u il = sup{I u(f )I: Wf) d 1) 
and 
I// uI\/ = sup fc I U(W.J,+)]: Ai disjoint, N (1 xi’pAI) f 1; . 
THEOREM 7.1. Assume that NC ca(9) is relatively weakly compact. There 
is an isomorphism U t--t m between the set of continuous linear mappings 
U: L&V) --f F and the set of countabb additive measures m: 9 -+ L(E, F) 
with r&(T) < 00 given by 
U(f) = /f dm, forf EL&V). 
Moreover, 11 U I( = IjiN(T) and (11 U Jij = 1 m IN (T). 
Proof. Let m: 9+L(E, F) be a countably additive measure with 
6+.,(T) < co. Define the continuous operator U: L,l(m,,,) + F by 
U(f) = jfdrn. S ince LE1(N) CL,l(m,,p) by Proposition 6.14, U is defined 
on &l(N). Since mE,F( f) ,< N(f) #z.,+(T), it follows that U is continuous on 
L,l(N). Let f = x xivAi E S,(g), with Ai disjoint. Then 
Taking the supremum for N(C xrqai) < 1, we see that I/ U /( = 6’ziN(T) and 
Ill ulll = I m !.dT)- 
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Conversely, let U: &J(N) -+F be linear and continuous. For every 
.+I E k, define m(J) EL&F) by tll(A) x = T’:(x~,,J, for x E E. Hence 
j m(-4) x ) < /j L! 11 / x 1 N(A); consequently m(a): E----f F is continuous and 
1 m(,3)1 :; iI Cr// ,V(A). It follows that m is countably additive and, for simple 
functionsf = x xivAi , we have L:(f) = C L’(x.pAi) == x m(d;) x; = sf dm. 
As a result, lit,(r) = // CT I/ < co. Since both the lmear mappings f --f C:(f) 
andf-+Sfd g m a ree on the simple functions, and by Proposition 6.14 the 
latter map is continuous onL&V), we see that C’(f) = Jf dm, forfE&l(N). 
We remark that the first part of the above proof does not use the fact that Y 
is relatively weakly compact. This property was used in the second part of the 
proof only to deduce that m is countably additive. 
C’OROLLARS 7.2. -4ssume that NC ca(9) is relatively weak!+1 compact. 
There is an isomorphism LYt, m between the continuous linear functionals 
L’: @(‘I-) + c and countably additive measures m: P --) E* with 
j m I.,- (T) cc xgivex by L,‘(f) = J-f dm,forf ~L$(~V)and~j tY;, == 1 m i.\.(T). 
7.3. Remarks. 
( I ) -1: belongs to the unit ball of Ll(N)*. 
(2) If N C ca(9) is bounded but not relatively weakly compact, Theo- 
rem 7.1 and Corollary 7.2 remain valid if we replace the countably additive 
measure m by a finitely additive measure (see Section I1 infra and the remark 
following Proposition 6.14). 
(3) -1 result similar to Corollary 7.2 has been obtained for Kathe 
spaces in [IO]. 
Recall that if X is a positive measure on 9, then Lk,,,(g, h) denotes the 
space of functions g: T + G, such that gp?d eL,l(/\) for every -4 E Q. 
THEORERI 7.4. Assume that NC ca(9) is relative& weak<v compact and 
that X is a control measure for iV which is localizable. Suppose that E* has 
property R - A’. Then there exists an isomorphism U tfg between the space 
of continuous linear functionals U: L,‘(N) --f C and the space qf functions 
g EL:.,,,(A) such that F ! g 1 E Ll(h) for ever? 9) E L1(N). If t’ and g are in 
correspondence, thez 
and 
U.f> = i /f, g dk forf ELE1(iV), 
,~I’~~=sup~~~~gjd~:gj~L’(N),:v(~)~l~. 
. 
Remark. It follows that under the hypothesis of the above theorem 
F&N’) is isometrically isomorphic to L,l(N)*. 
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Proof. Let U:L,I(IL’) --j. C be continuous, and let m: 9 + E* be the 
corresponding countably additive measure such that U(f) =: f jdm, for 
j~&l(N) and 1 m IN(T) = // Lr 11 . From property 6.9, we deduce that 
1 m 1 (A) ,( 1 nt IN (A) N(A) < co, for A E 2?. Hence m has local finite 
variation 1 m j which is locally absolutely continuous with respect to A. 
Since E* has property R - N, for each A E .Z@ there exists a function 
g,: A + E* such that g, E L&(A, A) and m(B) == JB g, dh, for B E 9 n A. 
Note that i m 1 (A) = JA 1 g, ‘i dh. Since h is localizable, there exists a func- 
tion g: T -+ E* such that g = g, A-a.e. on A, for each A. Thus g E L&,(h) 
and we have m(A) - JA g dX, f or A E 9. For every function f E&~(J m 1), 
we have <j, g> E Ll(h) and j f dm = s (j, g) dh. In particular, 
LJ( j) - if dm = [ Cfi g> d& for f e L,$(N), 
since 
-WV CL2hc) = WI * 1). 
Also qjgj~Ll(/1) and J’pdlml = j’p[gjdA, for q,~L((mi). Finally 
using Theorem 5.3, we see that 
11 u/l = sup 11 / (j,g> dh I:f ~-WW,N(f) G 1; 
= N’(g) = sup I[ ) g 1 P dk F ELM, N(q) f 11 . 
” 
Conversely, let g EL&&h) satisfy the condition j g j q~ EU(X) for every 
q ELI(N). By Lemma 5.1 we have sup(sp, 1 g j dA: p GL~(N), N(q) < 1) < CO. 
Next we remark that (f, g> E Ll(X) f or every jE LE1(lY). In fact, (f, g,> is 
X-measurable and !<f, gjl < 1 f I 1 g / E Ll(A), since ( f 1 E Ll(N). Thus 
<f, g> ELI(A). Define now U(f) =- J (f, g> d/\, for jE L,‘(N). The continuity 
of U follows from 
II WI = sup 11 /” (f,g> dh I:f EL2(N), h:( j) d 11 
~supf~~j~ig[d~:[f~~L’(N),N(j)~l~. 
. 
Thus the theorem is proved. 
The proof of the followig theorem is similar to the preceeding proof. 
THEOREM 7.5. Assume that NC ~~(23) is relative@ wea& compact and 
let h be a control measure for N which is localizable. Suppose that F has pro- 
perty R - -V. Then there is an isomorphism U +-+g between the space of con- 
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tinuous linear operators zi: L’(N) - F, with 1;; C’iii < CG, and the space of 
junctions g E L~&h) such that q [ g j ELI(A) for wery q~ ELI(X). If C: and g 
are in correspondence, then 
CT(~) = [ jg do, for every f E Ll(N), 
Remark 7.6. In Theorems 7.4 and 7.5, ij 2 is a u-ring, then h is auto- 
matically localizable and the functions gt) U belong to L:,(X) and LF1(X), 
respectively. 
THEOREM 7.7. If JI is a linear subspace L,‘(N)*, consisting of coutttablv 
additive measures m: 3 --f E*, then F,(N) CM* continuouslv, that is, the 
mapping rr: F,(N) - AI”, dejined by rr( f) (m) = sf dm, for m E M, Lv conti- 
nuous. 
Proof. Let NI E 111. By the first part of the proof of Theorem 7.1, ~1 
corresponds to a linear functional U ELLS*, such that L,‘(j) = s jdm, 
for j~L,l(Ar), and i m I,~ (T) = j/ liI\ < GO. From Property 6.9, we conclude 
that nr has local finite variation i wz / , and by Property 6.8, 
This also implies that every N-negligible set is 1 m I-negligible and that ever! 
,V-measurable function is 1 m l-measurable. Also S,(g) CLel(i m i), and the 
above inequality holds for elements of L,l(N). We now assert that 
FE(N) CLE1(I m 1). To see this, let Jo FE(N) and let d E Y. Choose an 
increasing (F,J of positive simple functions such that QI,, /I f j qa . Since 
JvlLd I m / -G I m IN (T) N(q,) < I m IN (T) N(f) -C 03, we apply the mono- 
tone convergence theorem and deduce that 1 j j va ~Ll(l m i), hence 
fv.4 ~L~l(j m I), and JA 1 j I d ( m ) < / m II,, (T) N(j). There exists an 
increasing sequence of sets A, E 24 such that 
One can show that f vanishes m-a.e. outside the union B = u -4, . Again 
by the monotone convergence theorem, we conclude that fvB E L1(( m I), 
hence jgL’(lm1), and l/fldlrnl <(~rn(,~(T)N(j). By the above 
inequalities, we see that rr( f) E M* and I/ n I/ < 1. 
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COROLLARY 7.8. If M is the linear space generated by N in Ll(N)*, then 
F(N) C M* continuouscy. 
COROLLARY 7.9. Assume that NC ca(S?) is relatively weakly compact. 
Then F,(N) C L$(N) * * continuously. 
In fact, if we set M = L$(N)*, then M consists of countably additive 
measures by Theorem 7.1. 
8. THE BEPPO LEVI PROPERTY 
A crucial property for N, the Beppo Levi property, is studied in this 
section. We shall see in Section 9 that this property is used in order to 
ensure the weak sequential completeness of L,l(N), when E is reflexive. 
Again N C ca(@ is a bounded set of positive measures. We say N has the 
Beppo Levi property if every increasing sequence (f,J of positive g-simple 
functions, with sup N(f,J < CO, is a Cauchy sequence in L1(N) (hence 
supfn E-WV. 
PROPOSITION 8.1. If N has the Beppo Levi property, then N is un;formly 
countably additive. 
Proof. Let -4, E 52 with A, ‘X 4. Then B, =: -4, - A, 7 A, E 2; hence 
(cpe,) is Cauchy in L1(N). This implies that N(A,) - 0. 
PROPOSITION 8.2. Assume N has the Beppo Levi property. If (f,,) is 
an increasing sequence of positive functions belonging to Ll(N), and if 
sup N(fJ < co, then f = sup fn C L1(N) and N(f - fJ -+ 0. 
Proof. For each n, choose a g, E S(g) such that 0 <g, < fn and 
N(fn - gn) < l/n. Let h = sup(gr ,...,g,). Then 0 < h, < f, and 
N(fn - h,) < l/n. Since (h,) is an increasing sequence and sup N(h,) < co, 
we have h = sup h, E Ll(N). By the Lebesgue theorem, h, -+ h in Ll(N); 
consequently (h,), and in turn (f,J, is a Cauchy sequence in L1(N). Thus 
f ELI(N). 
PROPOSITION 8.3. N has the Beppo Levi property if and only if N is 
uniformly countabZy additive and every function f E F,(N) with supp f E ~28~ 
belongs to L&V). 
Proof. Assume N has the Beppo Levi property. Then, by Proposition 8.1, 
N is uniformly countably additive. If f E F,l(N) and supp f E g0 , there exists 
an increasing sequence of simple functions (q,J from S(g) such that P]~ 7 1 f 1. 
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Since sup AX(q.,J < co, we have [f j EG(N) by Proposition 8.2. By Corollar! 
3.6, feL,r(N). The converse is proved by using the Lebesgue theorem. 
Remark 8.4. The following example, taken from [15], shows that the 
Beppo Levi theorem does not hold in general in the space Lr(N), even if 
N = m,,, =- {I x*m [: ( x* [ < I), where m: Z+ S is countably additive 
and Z is a u-algebra. Let T be the natural numbers; ,Z’ is the u-algebra of all 
subsets of T. Define m: Z-+ co by m(A) (n) = @yA(n). Hence m(A) E co . 
Define .f: T -* R, by f(k) = k*. Note that ( m / (T) < ,x. If we let 
let -f, == inf(f, n), then fn ,z f and 
But lim,,j :\-(fi -fj) # 0, that is, (f,J is not Cauchy in L1(m,,,,j). 
THEOREM 8.5. Assume that N has the Beppo Levi property and f: T---f E 
is N-measurable with supp f E ~3~ . If f E L,l(l m ;) for every* m E Ll(N)*, tJlen 
f E L&V). 
Proof. Let ,V” be the set of variations 1 m i of the measures nz in the unit 
ball of L’(.V)*, that is, N” = {a E ca(C2): (T 3 0, jj u /(,v < 1). From Theorem 
2.7, we see that N”(f) = N(f), for f N-measurable, consequently A”’ has 
the Beppo Levi property. By Theorem 2.9, f EFE(LvNj = F,(N) which 
implies, by Proposition 8.3, that f E L,*(N). 
PROPOSITION 8.6. N has the Beppo Levi prepert-v ;f and on<\’ if N is 
un(formIy countably additive andfor every function f E Fe(!V), with supp f E LZ,:, 
we have eV[fp?,n) + 0, whenever 4, E gA and A,, ‘x 4. 
Proof. If :I; has the Beppo Levi property, then every function f EFe(N) 
with suppf E g0 belongs to LE1(N) by Proposition 8.3 and we can appl! 
Proposition 8.3. Conversely, suppose N is uniformly countably additive and 
let f E Fe(:V) with supp f E gO. If A, E gA and N(fqA ) -+ 0 whenever 
-4,, ‘X i. then f GL,l(N), by Lemma 3.7. Hence by Propositron 8.3. :V has the 
Beppo Levi property. 
THEOREM 8.7. If N is relativelv weak& compact irz the dual of L’(iV), then 
-V has tke Beppo Levi property. 
PYOO~. First of all we shall prove that if N is relatively weakly compact in 
Lr(N)*, then N is relatively weakly compact in M(Q). Let (/.+J C N. There 
exists a subsequence (pn,) converging weakly in L’(N)* to a measure 
0 E Lr(.\‘)*. For every d E 9, pr ELI(N), hence p,,(J) -+ ~(-4); consequent&, 
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pn, -+ u weakly in ~(9). Now let ~EF(M) and show that iV(f~~,) -+ 0, 
whenever A, E 5?,, and A,, L 4. If we deny this, we may assume without 
loss of generality that there is an E > 0 and a decreasing sequence A, E g!n 
with -4, \ 4 and N(fvA,) > E, for n = 1,2,.... Choose a sequence (p,J of 
measures from A: such that: (#) Ja,fdpn > E for all n. We may also assume 
that (PJ converges weakly in Ll(N)*. Since F(N) CL’(N)**, by Corollary 
7.9, it follows that lim s,., h dprL exists for every Iz EF(R;) and 4 E 9,, . For 
each n define the measure D, on g,+ by a,(A) = sA 1 f j dcL, , d E gA . Then 
on is countably additive sincef E U(m); also lim a,(A) exists for each A E gn . 
By the Nikodym theorem, the measures 0, are uniformly countably additive. 
This contradicts (#). Hence by Proposition 8.6, N has the Beppo Levi 
property. 
For vector measures we have the following theorem, which constitutes 
one of the main theorems in this paper. We know that if m: B -+ L(E, F) is 
countably additive and mE,F is relatively weakly compact in ca(g), then 
JhdmEF **, for every h E FE(mE,F). Our theorem states that if J h dm E F 
for every h EFE(mE,F), then mE,F has the Beppo Levi property. 
THEOREM 8.8. Let m: 9 -+ L(E, F) be a countably additive measure with 
local $nite Ci,,, semivariation, such that rnEeE = (1 m, /: z EF,*} is uniformly 
countably additive. If h EF,(m,,,) and supp h E gU implies that s h dm EF, 
then mE,P has the Beppo Levi property. 
Remark. If m is strongly bounded, then m satisfies the hypothesis of the 
above theorem. 
Proof. Let f E FE(mE,F). Since supp f E Q0 , we may assume that T E SO . 
It suffices to prove that rn,&fvA,) = N(~P~,) -+ 0 whenever A, E 9, and 
A, I 4, in view of Proposition 8.6. If we deny this, we can assume that there 
exists an c > 0 and a decreasing sequence A, E gA with A, L + and 
lLT(fvAn) > E for every n. Choose a sequence (z,) from F,* such that 
.fA,lfldlmz,, I > E, for every n. By Lemma 4.2, there exists a sequence of 
functions f,, E SE@) such that / fn ( < j f ( and 
1 S,. f,, dm,,, 1 > E, for every n. 
Let Za be the u-algebra generated by a countable number of sets such that 
A, E Z0 , for every n, and all the functionsf, andfare &,-measurable. Let E,, 
be the separable Banach space spanned by U fn( T) and f (T) (note that since 
T E 9, , f is the m-a.e. limit of a sequence of simple functions, and we may 
assume thatf has separable range). Thus the space Li,(Z,, , me,r) is separable. 
Let F,, be the Banach space generated by {s h dm: h E LiJ&, mE,F)}. Then 
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F, C F is separable. Observe that if h: T-t E, is &measurable and N(h) < z, 
then ShdmEFO. To see this, let (h,) be a sequence of &,-step functions 
such that h, - h m-a.e. and / h, 1 < j h / . For every z E Fl*, we appl>- 
the Lebesgue theorem in LE1(l m, 1) to obtain J” h, dm, -+ 1 h dm, . Hence 
J” h, dm, z --, ; j- h dm, z,,. In other words, J h, dm + j h dm weakly in F. 
Since FO is closed and J h, dm EF~ , we have J h dm EF” . 
By a diagonal process we can extract a subsequence of (a,) which converges 
at every point of a countable dense set in F,, . Let us assume that (zn) is this 
subsequence. Since j zn 1 -< 1 f or each n, by the Banach-Steinhaus theorem, 
(zn) converges at every point ofF, . In particular, if h: T + E is &,-measurable 
and A’(h) < co, then the sequence ( 1s h dm, 3,‘ ) =: (s h dm,,J converges. 
Let A = 2 2-n ( tnzn ! . Let 
--l(Z, , .f) = {h: T---f E,,: h is &,-measurable and ( h ! .< j f ; A-a.e.j. 
Note that s / h I dA s; N(h), f or h E F,(N); hence A(Zb , f) CL@,, , A). 
Moreover, -J(Z,, ,f) is complete in Li,(& , A). In fact, if (h,) is a Cauchy 
sequence in -+I(& ,f) converging in Lb,(&, , A) to a function h EL~~(Z,, , A), 
then a subsequence of (h,) converges A-a.e. to h; hence I h 1 < 1 f 1 A-a.e. 
and h E .4(.&, , f). If h E A(,& , f), then N(h) < N(f) < ccj; thus J h dm EF,, . 
For each n. let UJh) =: J h dm,“, , for h EL$Z~, A). Then ZrPz is a continu- 
ous linear functional on LkO(Z,, A), since j WZ,~ ) 2: 2”X, and we have 
(1 cTn 1 .<C 2’i. Since the sequence (<J h dm, z,}) = (s h dmzn) converges for 
every &-measurable function h EF,,(AJ), it follows that lim L’,(h) exists for 
every A E --I(2$ ,f). Using the Ba.ire Category Theorem, we deduce by the 
standard procedure that (V,) is equicontinuous at 0 E --1(& ,f), for the 
topology induced by L&(& , A). Thus lim, Jh, dm2h = 0 uniformly in k 
if h, E -J(&, ,.f) and J j h, j dA ---f 0. Now .f, E -4(Z0 ,f) and 
Consequently JA, ifn 1 dA - 0; hence lim, !A, fn dm-,. I= 0 uniformly in k, 
which contradicts the inequalities ] s,d,,f,l dm.:,, 1 ‘:- E. for every n. 
COROLLARY 8.9. Let m: 2 + F be countabl! additive. If h E F(m,.,) and 
supp h E 8,, implies Sh dm E F, then mCvF has the Beppo Levi properfy. 
Proof. The corollary follows from the above theorem in view of the 
following remark. 
Remark. If E == C, the condition that mE,F is uniformly countabl! 
additive is automatically satisfied. 
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COROLLARY 8.10. Let m: 52 -+L(E, F) be a countably additive measure 
with local finite r&r semivariation such that rnESF is uniformly countably 
additive. If F is weakly sequentially complete (in particular if F is reflexive), 
then rnESr has the Beppo Levi property. 
In fact, by Lemma 4.1, sf dm E F for every f E FE(mE,r) with support in 
g!, , and the corollary follows from the preceeding theorem. 
Consider again the general situation, where N C ca(9) is a bounded family 
of positive measures. Let E, F and G be three Banach spaces and let (x, y) --f xy 
be a bilinear mapping of E x F into G such that 1 x 1 = sup{] xy I: y E FI) 
for every x E E. 
THEOREM 8.11. Assume that N has the Beppo Levi property; let A be a 
control measure for N and assume that A is localizable. Then a h-measurable 
function f: T -+ E, with support in gO, belongs to L,l(N) if and only if 
fg E L&A) for every g E F,(N’). 
Proof. First assume f >, 0 is h-measurable, with support in g0 , and 
suppose that fg E LX(h) f or every g E F(N). Without loss of generality, we may 
assume that T E gU; hence h is totally u-finite. By Theorem 7.5, the space 
U(N)* consists of measures o E ca(9) with local finite variation and 
I) u jJN < co, and is isomorphic to the set of functions g E L:,,(h) such that 
‘p 1 g [ E L1(A) for every v ELI(N): 
j v du = j pg dh for p E L1( 1 0 1); 
in particular, the above equality holds for ‘p E Ll(N), since L1(N) C L1(l u I), 
by Proposition 6.14. However, such functions g belong to F(N), hence 
Ll(N)* is isometrically isomorphic to F(N’), as we remarked earlier (see the 
remark following Theorem 7.4). The hypothesis implies that f E L1(l 0 1) 
for every 0 E U(N)*, consequently 
f E n L~(I u I) = F(N~) = F(N), 
OEN” 
where N” is the set of measures in the unit ball of Ll(N)* (see Theorem 2.9). 
Since N has the Beppo Levi property, f ELI(N), by Theorem 8.5. 
Consider now the general case. Let f: T -, E be h-measurable with 
suppf E g0 such that fg E L,‘(h) for every g E F,(N’). Let (f,J be a sequence 
from S,(gJ with 1 fn 1 < 1 f 1 and converging to f A-a.e. Since supp f E D, , by 
Egorov’s theorem there exists a h-negligible set A, C A and a sequence (A,) 
of disjoint sets with 0 < A(&) < 0~) and with union A - A,, , such that 
f,, 4-f uniformly on each Ai , i > 1. Let B be one of the sets d,, , n 3 1, 
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and let e > 0. There is a function fc of the sequence (fn) such that 
! f (t) - f,(t)/ < c/3 for f E B. LetfC = x:,“=, xivB, , with Bi E a0 disjoint and 
(JL, Bi = B; for each i, let yi E FI be such that 1 ki 1 < / Lriyi / + l 1(3n). The 
function k, = Cr=, ~~~~~~ is A-measurable and for t E B we have j /r,(t)\ =- 1; 
moreover 
Then for t E B, we have 
Hence 
~.fw < Ifa + l /3 B ifa b(t)1 + 26/3 
G If(t) h,(t)/ + u(t) -f(t)) hB(t)i +- 26,:3 
< If(t) ~~&)I + 6. 
For each n take E = 2-na;1, where a, == N(A,J. We can find, as above, 
a simple function h”,: T -+I; ’ m LF1(A) with j h,(i)j ::= 1 for t E d, , and 
iflP,4,s~iffh,I+%4; The function h == ~~=:=, h,L is A-measurable and 
/h(t)l=:l for tEL4-Ao, and Jfl~‘A--A,~if-h171-~~n~a . The 
function y = C envA, belongs toU(N); f or every positive function g “E F(W), 
we have vg E G(A) and hg E F,(N’), therefore fhg c L,‘(h). Thus 
/f j g :.< 1 fllg I+ qg A-a.e. Since j fl g is h-measurable, we deduce that 
1 f j g ~Lr(h); consequently / f ! ill, whence f ELE1(M). The converse 
implication is evident. 
COROLLARY 8.12. Assume that N has the Beppo Levi property and that the 
control measure A is localizable. Then a h-measurable function j: T -+ E with 
supp f E 9,, elongs to L,I(N) if and only if <f, g> E L1(A) for ezrery g E FE*(W). 
Remark. If E* has property R - N, then under the assumptions on N 
and A in the above corollary, we can identify the spaces F,.(IV’) and L,l(N)* 
(see the remark following Theorem 7.4); therefore, a A-measurable function 
.f: T-E, with suppfcPO, belongs to L,l(N) if and only if ‘f, g’:, ~Ll()o 
for every g E L,‘(N)*. 
E.~MPLE 8.13. A natural question arises as to whether an N-measurable 
function f, such that N(f) < co, has, except for an N-negligible set, support 
in go. The following example shows that this is not the case. Let T be an 
uncountable set and for each t E T, let pt be the measure with total mass one 
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at the point f. Let .G2 be the S-ring of finite subsets of T. Let N = &: t E T}. 
Any functionf defined on T is N-measurable. Letf(t) = 1. Then N(f) = 1, 
but f does not vanish N-a.e. outside a set in BO . Note that N is uniformly 
countably additive on 9. 
9. WEAK SEQUENTIAL COMPLETENESS 
In this chapter we shall establish the weak sequential completeness of 
L,l(N), when E is reflexive and N has the Beppo Levi property. 
THEOREM 9.1. Let E be rejlexive and assume that N has the Beppo Levi 
property. Then LE1(N) is weakly sequentially complete. 
Proof. Let (fn) be a weak Cauchy sequence in L,l(N). Since there is a 
sequence of sets (A,) from 9 such that all the functions fn vanish outside 
U A, , we can assume without loss of generality that T = U A, . By Theo- 
rem 3.3 in [3], there exists a bounded control measure h on B such that 
h < N and N < h locally on 3. Then fn E LE1(X) and, since every continuous 
linear functional on L,l(h) restricted to L,l(N), belongs to L,‘(N)*, also 
(f,J is weak Cauchy in L,‘(A). S ince Lel(A) is weakly sequentially complete 
[3, 51, there exists a function fO E L,‘(h) such that fn ---f f. weakly in L&l). 
Since L,‘(h)* = L:*(X), we have 
1 tfn , h) dh - j” (f, 7 h) d& for h E L;*(X): 
Now let g EF&N’) = L$(N)* (see Th eorem 7.4 and the remark following 
it). Note that jh,g) eLl(X) for every h eLE1(N). In particular, since 
fnva ELLS for every A E g,, , we deduce that (fn , g) cpA EU(X), for 
A E gA . Since (fn) is weak Cauchy in L,l(N) and grp, E F&N’) for A E z?@,, , 
it follows that lim sA < fn , g j dh exists for A E 9, . This means that (( fn , g)) 
is a weak Cauchy sequence in L’(A), since the above limit exists for each iz E ga 
and the sequence (( fn , gj) is bounded in Ll(X): 
sup s I<fn v gjl dh f N’(g) sup N(fn) < ~0, 
since (f,J is bounded in L,‘(N). 
In view of the fact that L’(X) is weakly sequentially complete, there is a 
function v E Ll(h) such that sA (fn , g) dA --f JR ‘p dA, for A E 2?,, . Let (B,) 
be a sequence of sets from 62 such that g is bounded on each B, and 
T = U B, . Let B = BnO, n, >, 1. For every CE~~B, we have 
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A =: gqc E L:,(A), hence SC <fn , g> dA + SC f. , g>, dA, and also 
Jc .\f,, , g) dh + Jc v dh. We deduce that :,fo , g;. = q A-a.e. on T. Con- 
sequently ‘,fs, g) EL’(A), for every g cFe,(N’). By Corollary 8.12, we have 
f. E L&N). Since J ( fn , g> dA --f s ( f0 , g) dh for g E Ll,(N)*, we have 
shown that fn --f f,, weakly in L,‘(N). 
10. WEAK CO~VIP.~CTNESS 
\‘arious sufficient conditions on subsets of LE1(N) are given to ensure 
relative weak compactness. 
A subset K is said to be conditionally weakly compact if every sequence of 
elements from K contains a subsequence which is weakly Cauchy. 
THEOREM 10.1 Assume that E is rejexive. Let S C LE1(S) be a set satis- 
f+ng the following conditions: 
(I) K is bounded; 
(2) lim,v(.4)-o,AcB N(fvJ = 0 unijorml_l~ for f E h- for every B E 9; 
(3) For every 6 > 0, there exists a set d, E .2? such that iV(f~~-.~~) < E 
for every f E h’. 
Then h- is conditionally weakly compact in LE1(&V). If, in addition, ,1: has the 
Beppo Levi property, then K is relative& weakLy compact. 
Proof. By the Eberlein-Smulian theorem, it suffices to assume that K is 
countable. This in turn implies that there exists a set A E a0 such that every 
function in K vanishes N-a.e. outside of A. We may therefore assume that 
T = A E g0 . By Theorem 3.3 in [3], there exists a bounded control measure 
A defined on the a-algebra 9,+ such that h < N and N < h locally on 9”. 
Moreover, h can be chosen such that sf dh < iV( f ), for every X-measurable 
function f > 0. Then K CL,l(A) and 
(1’) K is bounded in LE1(A); 
(2’) liw,)-, JA If I dA = 0 uniformly for f E K, where A E 9+,, . 
In fact, (1’) follows from hypothesis (1) and the inequality J If / dA < N(f) 
for f EL&N); furthermore, from hypothesis (2) we deduce that 
lim [ lfIdA==O, 
N(A)+0 ‘A 
ACB 
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uniformly for f~ K, for every B E 9. To establish (2’), let E > 0 be given. 
Using hypothesis (3), we can find a set A, E 9 so that 
s r-A If IdA G Wfw-A,) < 42 for allf E K. E 
Let 7 > 0 be such that A E 9 n A, and N(d) < 77 implies that 
J,, If! dA < 4 f or all f E K. Choose 6 > 0 so that whenever A E 9 n A, 
and h(A) < 6, then N(A) < 7. Now let A E gA be arbitrary, with h(A) < 8. 
Let A,-AnA,EC@ and A,=9--<CT--/IA,. Then we have 
s,+ ! f ] dh < 42 and sA, ) f 1 dh < 42, for all f E K. Hence X(A) < 6 implies 
that JA IfIdA< E for all f~ K. This establishes (2’). As a result, K is 
relatively weakly compact in &l(h) (see [3]). There exists a sequence (f,J 
from K converging weakly in L,‘(h) to a function f0 E &l(h). We shall prove 
that f0 E&~(N) and fn +fO weakly in &r(N). Since the proof is similar to 
the proof of Theorem 9.1, we shall only briefly outline it here. Let 
Then gfELr(h) and s 1 gf [ dh < N’(g) N(f), for filer. It follows that 
(1”) gK is bounded in Ll(h); 
(2”) lim,(,),, sA / gf j dX = 0 uniformly for f~ K. 
To prove (2”), we remark that lim N A +,, sA / gf ( dh = 0 locally on .P, uni- ( ) 
formly forfs K, and use the same argument we used to prove (2’). 
Hence gK is relatively weakly compact in Ll(A), so we may assume that 
gfn --f ‘p ELM weakly. As in the proof of Theorem 9.1, we show that 
v = gf, h-a.e. and sgfn dh -+ sgfs dh. This means that (f,J is a weak Cauchy 
sequence in L,l(A;); therefore K is conditionally weakly compact. If N has 
the Beppo Levi property, then in view of Corollary 8.12, fs EL&V) and 
f,, -+ fO weakly in &l(N). 
Remark. If condition (3) in Theorem 10.1 is satisfied, then condition (2) 
above is equivalent to: (2’) lim,V(,), N(fv4) = 0 uniformly for f~ K, where 
A Es+. 
THEOREM 10.2. Assume that E is rejlexive. Let K CL,l(N) be a set 
satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) K is bounded; 
(2) N(fvA.) -+ 0 uniformly for f E K, whenever A,, E 9,, and A,, L 4. 
Then K is conditionally weakly compact. If, in addition, N has the Beppo Levi 
property, then K is relatively weakly compact. 
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Proof. As in the previous proof, we can assume that K is countable and 
that T = U A,, where (A,) is an increasing sequence from 9. Let A be a 
bounded control measure for N defined on .!Z@,, such that h < N and N < h 
locally on 9. Since T - A, ‘X 4, we have hi&T--A )-+ 0 uniformly for 
f E K; hence condition (3) of Theorem 10.1 is satisfied. sow by hypothesis (2) 
the measures Q = (SC., 1 f / d ( m, I: f E K, z E F,*} are uniformly countably 
additive on the u-algebra 9,. ‘eve assert that sc.1 ! f j d I m, ! <A on 9, 
for each f E K and z E F,*. Since h is bounded on .9,, , it suffices to show that 
if =I E 9,, and A(.g) = 0, then jA j f j d / m, / = 0. Let A be such a set. Since 
J If 1 P).J, m, , = SUP~,,~ Se 1 f i yAd ; m, 1 , it is sufficient to show that 
Janeif:dlm t) =O. Since AnBE and im,j<X locally on 9, we 
have m, ,, (.-I n B) = 0, and the result follows. Thus again by Theorem 2.1 
in [3], since Q < h locally on D and Q is uniformly countably additive, then 
Q < h locally uniformly on P. Now let 9 E 9 and B, E g n A with 
,V(B,J ---f 0; this implies that h(B,) - 0; whence it follows that N(fp)B,) - 0 
uniformly for f E K. Thus condition (2) in Theorem 10.1 is satisfied, and we 
conclude that K is conditionally weakly compact. Now the last statement 
follows as before. 
Remark. Condition (2) is equivalent to the following two conditions: 
(2’) A’(&~ ) - 0 uniformly for f E K, whenever d,I E Y is a sequence con- 
tained in a “set of Y and A, ‘L 4; (3) For every E > 0 there exists a set =I, E 5’ 
such that iV(.f&-A ) < E, for every f E K. 
We shall now co>sider the case of vector measures. 
THEOREM 10.3. Let m: 9 + F be a countable additie*e measure. Let 
K c L’(m,, F ) be a set sati+ing the folloeving conditions: 
(I ) K is bounded; 
(2) J-,, f dm --f 0 uniformly for f E K, whenmer A, E R,, and .+I,, ‘4 4. n 
Theu K is conditiona& weakl?, compact. If, in addition, rnceF. has the Beppo 
Lmi property, then K is relatiue& weakly compact. 
Proof. From (2) we deduce that the measures {SC., f dm: f 6 K)- are 
uniformly countably additive on gA; this implies that the family of scalar 
measures (z J-c., f cim = jc.jfdm,: f E K, a EF~*} is uniformly countably 
additive on g,,. Consequently the set of measures 
is uniformly countably additive on %‘A . Hence m,-JfvAn) + 0 uniformly 
for f E R, whenever A, E 9,, and -g,, ‘4 4. The conclusion then follows from 
Theorem 10.2, with N == ~ze,~. 
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THEOREM 10.4. Let m: 9 -+ F be a countably additive measure having 
relatively norm compact range. Let K C L1( mc,p) be a set satisfying the following 
conditions: 
(1) K is bounded; 
(2) For each x E F*, we have jA, f dm, ---f 0 uniformly for f E K, whenever 
A,E3AandA,Lq5. 
(3) For each A E 9,, , the set { JA f dm: f E K) is relatively weakly! compact 
in F. 
Then K is conditionally weakly compact. If, in addition, m,-p has the Beppo 
Levi property, then K is relatively weakly compact. 
Proof. First of all, for every function f E Ll(m,,,), the measure 
(fm)(4=J’afdm,AE-QS,h as relatively norm compact range. In fact, let 
let (f,,) be a sequence of simple functions converging to f in Ll(m,,,). Since 
m has relatively norm compact range, fnrn has relatively norm compact range 
for each n, and 
!(fd (4 - (fm> WI = 1 jA (fn - f 1 dm 1 B mdfn -f > - 0. 
Thus (fnm) (A) + (fm) (A), uniformly for AE .9,,; hence (fm) (9,J is 
relatively norm compact. The set K’ = {fin: f E K} is a subspace of cu(gA , F), 
the Banach space of countably additive measures n: 9 -+ F endowed with the 
total semivariation norm // n (1 = ficSF(T) = sup{] zn / (T): x EF~*}. For 
f E L1(m,,F), we have 
ilfm II = SUP I 4fm)i (T) = SUP{/ f i d I mZ I: z fF,*) = WI. 
Thus the mapping f -+ fm of Ll(m,.,) is an isometry into cu(aA , F). Conse- 
quently 
(1’) K’ is bounded in ca(aA , F); 
(2’) zK’ is uniformly countably additive on sA; hence zk’ is relatively 
weakly compact in ca(gA , C); 
(3’) For every A? E D, , the set K’(A) = {(fm) (A): f E K} is relatively 
weakly compact in F. 
From Theorem 6.1 in [3] (cf. [12]), we deduce that K’ is conditionally 
weakly compact in ~(9, F); hence K is conditionally weakly compact in 
L1(mc,F)- If mC.F has the Beppo Levi property, then Ll(m,.,) is weakly 
sequentially complete, by Theorem 9.1, which in turn implies the last 
conclusion of the theorem. 
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THEOREM 10.5. Let m: 3 -+ F be a countably additive measure such 
that mC,F has the Beppo Levi property, and let (f&,, C Ll(m,,,). If 
J‘4 f,, dm 4 s,4fo dm, for every A E 9,, , then fn --t f. weakly in Ll(m,,,). 
Proof. Let m,: %A -+F be defined by m,(J) = JAf,& dm. Since (m,) 
converges setwise on 9JA , the sequence (m,) is uniformly countably additive 
on 4, by the Nikodym theorem. Hence condition (2) of Theorem 10.3 is 
satisfied, for K = {fn}. Also, since for each z E F* and r-l E 4, the sequence 
(zm,) (-4) is convergent, it is bounded; therefore, by a theorem of 
Nikodym [$I], we have sup{! zm,(A)!: d EP~, n == 1, 2,...) < X. This 
implies that {m,(-4): -2 E QA , n = 1, I,...,’ is a bounded set in F. Hence 
slip N(fn) = sup 1 i 1 fn ( d j m, 1: z EF~*, n ;5 0; 
Thus K = (fnj is bounded in Ll(m,,,); consequently, by Theorem 10.3, 
(fn) is relatively weakly compact. Let (fn,) be a subsequence converging 
weakly to an element g EL*(m,,,). We shall now show that g = f. ,V-a.e. 
Let .-f = (t: g(t) $: fo(t)]. Let B E 9 and let C E 9 n B and z E I;;*. Then 
the functional r defined on Ll(m,,,) by T(f) = SC f dm, is continuous. Hence 
[ fodm, =I$ /” f,,dm, = 1 gdm,. 
‘C ‘C -c 
Consequently f. = g : mI, I-a.e. on E n B, which implies that 
1 m, ! (.-I n B) == 0. Since z EF~* was arbitrary, we have iV(.4 n B) = 0. 
Thus f. ==g K-a.e., hence f,i, -jfa weakly. Next we assert fn -+ f. weakly. 
If not, there exists an G > 0, a + E Ll(m,,,)*, and a subsequence (11,~) of (fn) 
such that 
I +4 - T(fo)/ > ~1 i = 1, 2, . . . (*? 
But by the above argument, there exists a subsequence of (h,) converging 
weakly to fn. which contradicts (*). 
Remark 10.6. As we have seen in the proof of Theorem 10.4, if m: 9 -+ F 
is countably additive, then L’(m,,,) is isometrically embedded in ca(9.A , F). 
Consequently, Theorems 10.3, 10.4, and 10.5 give sufficient conditions for 
relative (or conditional) weak compactness of subsets of Ll(m,.,) considered 
as subsets of ca(P, , F). 
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11. THE FINITELY ADDITIVE CASE 
In this section we shall present some extensions of the proceeding material 
in the case N consists of finitely additive measures defined on a ring. The 
background k the following. Let W be a ring of subsets of a set T. Then 
$z$$%) will denote th e space of finitely additive scalar measures I*: B -+ C 
with local finite variation, that is 1 p ) (A) < 00 for every A E W. As before 
the topology on f&(g) is defined by the semi-norms ($A)aeJP, where 
P&) = 1 p 1 (A). In this section, N Cfuj%(&‘) will denote a bounded set of 
positive measures; hence sup{p(A): p E N) < 00, for A G 23’. We extend 
each positive measure p ~fujn(%‘) to the algebra BA by 
p(A) = sup{/@): B EW n rz) < co for/Z EB*. 
Then for every set -4 E%?~ , we set N(A) = sup{p(A): p E N). Finally, 
extend N(.) to all subsets of T by N*(B) = inf{N(A): A 3 B, il egg). For 
notational convenience, write N*( .) = N(e). A function f : T + E is 
N-measurable if for every A E .B there exists a sequence of functions fn E S,(W) 
such that (f,J converges in N-measure to f on -4, that is N(A n E,,,) -+ 0 
as n---f 00, where E,,, = {t: ( f(t) - fn(t)) > e]. Iff: T+ E is N-measurable, 
define N(f) = sup(s 1 f ) dp: p E N}, where j 1 f ) dp is the Dunford- 
Schwartz integral [9, Chapter III] (set s 1 f j dp = 00, if ] f 1 is not integrable). 
Define the space L&N, .G%‘) to be the space of all N-integrable functions 
f: T -+ E, that is functions f such that there exists a sequence of functions 
fn E S,(W) satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) fn --fin N-measure on every set in R; 
(2) N(fn -fm) --t 0, as n, m - co. 
(f,,) is called a defining sequence for f. In this case one can prove that 
lim N(f,J = N(f ). L,l(N, 6%‘) with this seminorm is not necessarily com- 
plete. 
In the case of vector measures, we can also define the integral sf dm as 
follows: Let m: R - L(E, F) be a finitely additive measure with local finite 
%,- semivariation. Then N = mEsF = (1 m, (: z eFi*> is a bounded subset 
of fufw(9) and we can consider the space L$(m,,, ,a). Forfe S,(W), define 
in the usual manner sA f dm, for A E W. Extend the definition of the integral 
to f ~L,l(rn~,, ,a) by defining $A f dm = lim sAfn dm, where (f,J is a 
defining sequence for f. 
One can show that the integration theory developed by Dunford and 
Schwartz [9, Chapter III] for L,&, a), where p: R -+ C is finitely additive, 
is also valid for L,‘(N, W), where N C fufw(9) is a bounded set of positive 
measures, by using the same techniques. In particular, the Vitali and Lebesgue 
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theorems are valid, in addition to other properties such as absolute continuity 
of the integrals, etc. Of course, convergence of functions in iv-measure is 
used in place of convergence in p-measure. The notion of a.e. convergence in 
the finitely additive case cannot be used. Note that in this theory L,l(N, 9) 
is not simply the closure of S,(9) in the space of 1V-measurable functions 
with finite seminorm iv(f)- the additional condition (1) is needed. 
All of Section 6 remains valid for the finitely additive case. Also, the integral 
representation in Theorem 7.1 and Corollary 7.2 remains valid for the finitely 
additive case, without assuming that N is relatively weakly compact. Some 
other properties can be obtained from the countably additive case by means 
of the Stone representation. 
Let ,??‘I be a Stone ring for 9, that is, g1 is the ring consisting of the open- 
compact subsets of a totally disconnected locally compact Hausdorff space, 
such that 9’ and 9?t are isomorphic (see for example 1171); let T: 9 -+9& 
denote this isomorphism. If m: 95’ -+ X is given, let m, : 9t +X be defined by 
m,(A) I= m(~-r(A)) for A ~9’. Let 9 be the &ring generated by s1 . If the 
measure m, can be uniquely extended to 9, denote the extension by m2 . 
We call m1 and m2 the measures associafed with m. For esample, if 
m: 9? A&!?, F) is locally strongly additive, that is, if m(AJ + 0, whenever 
(AJ is a disjoint sequence of sets from 9 contained in a set belonging to W, 
then mI can be uniquely extended to 9 (see [3]), hence me exists. 
If m: 9’ ---f L(E, F) is such that m, exists, then ps exists for every p E mE,r and 
we have (I~I~,~)~ =. (mJE,r. Note that fafv(9) is topologically isomorphic 
to cap’). 
We say that ,‘V Cfa(9) has the Beppo Levi property if -Vz C ca(G2) has the 
Beppo Levi property. 
THEOREM 11.1 Let m: W -+ L(E, F) be a locally strong& bounded measure 
having local jnite n&r- semivariation. If F is weakly sequentially complete (in 
particular, if F is reflexive) then rne,r has the Beppo Levi property. 
Proof. Since m is locally strongly bounded, ms exists [3]. The local 
uniform strong additivity of mEsF on 9’ implies the local uniform strong 
additivity of (ml)e,r on 9,; this in turn implies the local uniform countable 
additivity of (~zs)~,~ on .9 [3]. Thus the conclusion of the theorem follows, in 
view of Corollary 8.10. 
THEOREM 11.2. Assume that N is bounded and has the Beppo Levi property. 
Let E be a reflexive Banach space, and suppose that KC Lel(N, 9) is a set 
satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) K is bomzded; 
(2) lim.v(ah.a cB N(fpA) = 0 uniformly for f E K, for every BE W, 
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or 
(2’) N(fTA,) --f 0 uniformly for f E K, w h enever (A,) is a disjoint sequence 
of sets from W contained in a set belonging to 92’; 
(3) For every c > 0 there exists a set A, E 9 such that N(fqTeAc) < E, 
for al/f E K. 
Then K is conditionally weakly compact. 
Remark. From Theorem 11.1 we deduce that if K CLE1(mE,, ,a) satis- 
fies (l), (2) or (2’) and (3) w h ere m: 9 -+L(E, F) is locally strongly bounded 
with local finite rii,,,- semivariation, and F is weakly sequentially complete, 
then K is conditionally weakly compact. 
Proof. If suffices to assume K is a sequence of functions (fn). For each n, 
let g, E S,(R) such that N(g, - f,J < l/n. Then J = {g,: n 3 l> is con- 
ditionally weakly compact if and only if K is conditionally weakly compact. 
Note that / satisfies (I), (2) or (2’) and (3) if K does. Let Jr = {g,‘: n > I), 
where g,’ E S,(%,) is the function associated with g, . Assume now that J 
satisfies (l), (2) and (3). We shall show that J1 satisfies conditions (I), (2) and 
(3) of Theorem 10.1 in the space LE1((mp)E,F, 9), and as a result Jr is rela- 
tively weakly compact; this then implies that J is conditionally weakly 
compact. Only condition (2) of Theorem 10.1 remains to be checked. By 
hypothesis it follows that the set 
is uniformly absolutely continuous with respect to Nr on W, . Let E > 0 be 
given. Choose -4, ~9~ C 9 such that Nz(gn’q’T-a ) = Nr(g’qT--A ) < E for 
all n. Since Na has the Beppo Levi property, Ni is uniformly >ountably 
additive on D; hence there exists a bounded control measure X defined on 
.9 n A, such that h ,( N, and Ns << h uniformly on 9 n A, . Since each 
element in Q is absolutely continuous with respect to X on W, n A, , it follows 
from [3] that Q < h uniformly on W, n A,, hence Q < X uniformly on 
5%’ n A,. Let 6 > 0 be such that h(A) < 8 and -4 E 9 n A, implies that 
Q(A) < Q; hence Nz(gn’va) -c E. Finally, if A E 9 and N,(A) < 8, then 
This completes the proof in this case. 
Now suppose j satisfies (I), (2’) and (3). The proof is similar, remarking 
that the sets Q and Nr are again locally uniformly strongly additive on 
&? n A, . We shall omit the details, 
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